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To support development of Martian Ascent Vehicles, analysis tools are needed to support
the development of Guidance, Navigation, and Control requirements. This paper presents
a focused approach to Navigation analysis to capture development of requirements on initial
state knowledge and inertial sensor capabilities. A simulation and analysis framework was
used to assess the capability of a range of sensors to operate inertially along a range of launch
trajectories. The baseline Martian Ascent Vehicle was used as the input for optimizing a set
of trajectories from each launch site. These trajectories were used to perform Monte Carlo
analysis dispersing error sensor terms and their effects on integrated vehicle performance.
Additionally, this paper provides insight into the use of optical navigation techniques to assess
state determination and the potential to use observations of local extraplanetary bodies to
estimate state. This paper provides an initial level of performance assessment of navigation
components to support continued requirements development of a Martian Ascent Vehicle with
applications to both crew and sample return missions.

I. Nomenclature

IMU = Inertial Measurement Unit
INS = Inertial Navigation System
INU = Inertial Navigation Unit
M AN = Martian Ascent Navigation
M AV = Martian Ascent Vehicle

II. Introduction
Much work has been done on the architecture development for a large payload Martian Ascent Vehicle. These

studies have focused on overall mass to orbit, propulsion systems design, and trajectory design for a notional vehicle.
There has not been a detailed assessment of the Guidance, Navigation, and Control (GNC) components required to
meet mission requirements. This project intends to address that gap and lay the groundwork for detailed analysis. A
Martian craft must be capable of autonomous operations to support initial determination of its launch attitude and
location, which are some of the fundamental drivers to insertion accuracy that bound how well the vehicle can attain a
desired orbit. The focus of this work is to apply knowledge in Earth-based launch vehicle GNC to a Martian scenario
to provide insight into the capabilities afforded by state of the art systems. This helps to identify long lead hardware
items and potential risks. The goal of this research is to develop a modeling and simulation environment in order to
assess the Navigation system. In order to accomplish this, generic inertial navigation unit models will be integrated
into a simulation framework to assess navigation accuracy over a variety of ascent trajectories. This is intended to
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capture launch site sensitivities and cover the wide breadth of potential landing sites, with a focus on how the navigation
accuracy affects vehicle sizing in terms of propellant required for on-orbit trajectory corrections.

This paper provides a discussion of the mission and vehicle architecture assumed and provides insight into the
trajectory optimization process. The individual tools and analysis approaches are described as well as their results.
Sensitivity analysis is provided to highlight key error terms. The system performance under the proposed system is also
demonstrated to provide insight for future architecture development and to identify technology gaps and requirements
for on-pad state initialization to enable a successful mission. By providing additional insight into this architecture
through the application of rigorous launch vehicle GNC design processes, this paper supports future architecture and
technology development early in the design process.

In addition to inertial navigation, this study will capture the capabilities and feasibility of using optical systems on
the Martian surface to support initialization and in-flight activities. This research seeks to take advantage of star-tracker
based navigation methods that are in development to support state determination on Earth in GPS-denied regions. By
assessing and understanding the requirement of the navigation architecture, this study will identify possible applications
of optical navigation and identify any potential mission constraints that are required for their operation. This will
be achieved through documentation of the usage of optical navigation on existing planetary rovers and proposed
usages within the terrestrial domain. These capabilities will then also be assessed using the modeling and simulation
environment to define their benefits to a Martian ascent navigation architecture.

III. Background
As the space industry continues to design and test high mass to orbit launch vehicles, such as the Space Launch

System and the Falcon 9 Heavy, the opportunity for a large breadth of planetary missions to the Moon, Mars, and beyond
are within grasp. Both government and commercial entities have placed a large focus on future missions to enable a
human presence on Mars. In addition to the development of a vehicle to transmit crew and cargo between Earth and
Martian systems, architecture and requirements design is ongoing for the vehicle which will be used to land on and
return humans from Mars. Much work has been done at the system level to assess key vehicle design parameters, such
as Entry, Descent, and Landing technologies to propulsion system design for the ascent vehicle. This paper focuses
on a neglected part of the ascent vehicle, the Guidance, Navigation, and Control architecture, in order to understand
the capabilities needed and the inherent sensitivities to identify any long lead developments required to meet vehicle
requirements on orbital insertion. This works focuses specifically on the Navigation system.

This study builds on the work being performed in ongoing Martian Ascent Vehicles work as documented in [1] to
provide additional insight into the Navigation architecture being used. In order to asses this, a simulation environment,
built from existing assets, was utilized to simulate an ascent trajectory and assess insertion errors due to the navigation
uncertainties. This allows for detailed understanding of the system requirements needed to meet on-orbit trajectory
correction maneuver margins. In addition, it seeks to identify gaps in the current architecture well ahead of mission
formulation to aid in technology development and identification efforts. In order to provide insight to existing work
ongoing in ascent vehicle design, the team coordinated with the AES Martian Ascent Vehicle studies being performed
out of the MSFC Advanced Concepts Office, and being led by Tara Polsgrove[1]. This recent analysis provides an
overview of a notional vehicle architecture and mission concept. Utilization of this approach provides a mission baseline
for trajectory optimization and mission analysis. An overview of the current vehicle design is given below in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1 Notional Martian Ascent Vehicle [1]

The vehicle utilizes two unique stages defined by operation of specific fuel tanks as identified in the conceptual
design. As the vehicle continues its ascent trajectory, the tanks identified as "1st Stage" are ejected, leaving the remaining
tanks (attached to the reaction control system(RCS) thrusters) to continue the mission into orbit. In order to feed into
ascent trajectory optimization, notional masses and mission design parameters (such as staging, engine performance,
and vehicle design) are used to provide a high fidelity baseline. Additionally, the overall mission operational timeline in
Figure 2 is used to define the orbits and engine firings. The baseline vehicle injects into a 200km orbit at an inclination
matching the latitude of the launch site. From there, several orbits are completed to enable the vehicle to obtain an
Earth-developed state update via the Deep Space Network. Following that, the vehicle executes a series of maneuvers to
enter a 1 Martian Day Sun Synchronous orbit to then rendezvous with a Martian Transfer Stage, which will return the
crew capsule to Earth.
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Fig. 2 Mission Design

With the mission designed, it is important to understand the current approaches to navigation on planetary surfaces.
Most planetary in-situ navigation, outside of Earth, has been focused on Mars exploration rovers. Knowing the rover’s
position allows engineers and scientists to drive the rover to a location of interest. Currently, Martian rover surface
navigation relies on knowing initial position which is then propagated in time along with knowledge of rover attitude,
[2–5]. The rover initial position is set to zero, tracking rover position relative to its starting point. To avoid propagation
of errors, the starting point gets re-set, usually when science experiments are completed in a given location. In order to
determine the rover attitude, the sun vector, obtained using the rover’s panoramic camera and on-board ephemeris, plus
the Gravity vector, from the on-board IMU, are used. Once the initial rover position and attitude are known, the rover’s
actual position at a later time is a propagation using the rover’s attitude in combination with wheel odometry and visual
odometry. More advanced techniques account for the rover’s wheel slippage, using an augmented state vector in an
Unscented Kalman Filter that combine visual odometry and gyrodometry (gyro rates combined with wheel odometry).

Another rover position determination technique focuses on atmosphere-less bodies, such as the Moon. Celestial
observations of the Earth and Sun vectors can be made using a charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras [6] and combined
with the local gravity vector to determine rover attitude. Then, with a known initial position, future rover positions
are propagated in time using attitude rate gyros and wheel odometry or gyrodometry. Alternatively, star tracker
measurements can be used to determine the rover’s attitude and use the gravity vector to determine absolute position,
without relying on a-priori knowledge of initial position [5, 7, 8]. However, these methods are susceptible to gyro
precision and drift. Nonetheless, gyro biases may be corrected with star tracker measurements when the rover is
stationary. For a Mars ascent vehicle, optical observations and gyro measurements would be stationary and over long
periods of time, minimizing the impact of gyro drift.

Finally, [9] shows another method to determine absolute position. This method takes images of the surface and
compares features of interest with an existing database of surface images. This method could provide highly accurate
position determination. However, it relies on high resolution surface images and suffice lighting conditions may affect
matching algorithms. Future in-situ navigation for a Mars ascent vehicle may rely on a mix of sensed information and
a-priori knowledge, including optical observation of celestial bodies and artificial satellites, surface image matching, and
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inertial measurements. Ultimately, launch position accuracy requirements will determine which methods get adopted.

IV. Analysis Approach
The research’s focus is on development of simulation tools to aid in sensitivity and performance analysis for Martian

Ascent Vehicles using the notional mission architecture. With these tools in hand, the team is able to analyze system
navigation requirements primarily in terms of sensor error budget and initialization knowledge. The goal of this work
is to verify the performance capability of proposed light weight sensors and to understand technology gaps in terms
of state initialization. In order to asses this, the team is documenting and applying optical navigation methods being
developed to support terrestrial navigation in GPS-denied regions through tracking of local satellites, both artificial and
natural. An overview of technical objectives of this work are given in Table 1.

Table 1 Technical Objectives

Implement array of Gyrocompassing algorithms
Implement generic inertial sensor models
Implement ascent navigation algorithms

Develop ascent trajectories for a family of launch sites
Develop tools for in-space assessment of navigation errors

Sensitivity analysis and performance assessment algorithms and design trades
Identify and document algorithms for surface navigation

Assess feasibility and capability of optical navigation for an ascent vehicle

This research effort takes advantage of the team’s expertise in ascent navigation architectures for terrestrial vehicles
and is transposing those tools into a modular environment for assessment for a wide breadth of planetary missions.
This framework includes generic inertial measurement unit sensor errors terms to enable modeling and simulation of a
range of capabilities from MEMS-grade to navigation-grade sensors. Additionally, implementation within a modular
environment allows for quickly trading initialization algorithms (gyrocompassing), inertial navigation, and environment
models, such as gravity. The results of analysis within this framework will support sensor trade studies and requirement
development. Additionally, these tools enable assessing the need for optical navigation techniques and their potential
benefits.

The Martian Ascent Navigation (MAN) project applies MSFC expertise in launch vehicle GNC and mission design
rigor to assess system performance. Using the notional vehicle design, the MAN team generated a series of optimized
trajectories using the POST tool[10] for a variety of launch sites. These sites were selected to match the top locations
being considered by international collaborators for high value scientific return locations and are given in Table 2∗.
The ascent trajectories were then used in Monte Carlo analysis of the navigation systems for assessment of system
sensitivities and hardware trades. This includes both inertial navigation along the ascent trajectory and state initialization
technologies. Several techniques were considered for on-pad alignment, including gyrocompassing and the use of optical
systems for both state and attitude estimation. Additionally, sensitivities were generated to understand requirements
on understanding initial position on the Martian surface to initialize the navigation algorithms. A variety of inertial
measurement units were assessed, from MEMS to navigation-grade instruments, in order to provide insight into mass vs.
performance. Additionally, due to the long times between calibration and ascent from Mars, the hardware must be able
to maintain calibration for an extended period of time. This part of the analysis provides discussion of the sensitivities
to the inertial sensor error terms, algorithms, and state uncertainties in terms of insertion accuracy.

∗https://mars.nasa.gov/mars2020/mission/timeline/prelaunch/landing-site-selection/
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Table 2 Launch Sites Considered in Analysis

Landing Site Lat (degN) Long (degE) Approx. Elevation (km) Approx. Buffered Ellipse Axes (km)

Colombia Hills -14.5478 175.6255 -1.93 9.6 x 8.7
Eberswalde -23.7749 -33.5147 -1.49 8.6 x 7.7
Holden -26.6130 -34.8167 -2.18 9.5 x 8.1
Jezero 18.4386 77.5031 -2.64 10.7 x 8.3
Mawrth 23.9685 -19.0609 -2.24 11.9 x 9.8
NE Syrtis 17.8899 77.1599 -2.04 11.1 x 8.2
Nili Fossae 21.0297 74.3494 -0.65 9.7 x 7.7
SW Melas -9.8132 -76.4679 -1.92 9.7 x 8.7

In order to tie these state uncertainties to mission-level requirements in terms of delta-V required to correct for
insertion errors, the final states form the ascent analysis are fed into an in-space trajectory design tool, Copernicus, for
further analysis. The notional mission design of the MAV is used as a baseline mission scenario to capture the on-orbit
operations. Following this mission design, the analysis assumes the craft cruises in Martian orbit for several passes in
order to improve its state knowledge via external measurements prior to rendezvous with a transfer stage to return to
Earth. Copernicus is used to re-optimize this mission design based on each case’s individual insertion errors to assess
delta-v deviations and uncertainty form the nominal mission based on the navigation architecture. This allows the
sensitivities to be tied to a high level mission metric, mass of the vehicle via delta-V required for in-orbit operations.

This research collaborated with the current Martian Ascent Vehicle architecture to define a baseline for analyzing an
ascent trajectory. Initial study results provided this effort with a notional mass budget, propulsion capabilities, and
in-space mission design. The team then developed a series of ascent trajectories using the POST ascent trajectory
design tool [10] to model a variety of launch sites. The two figures below provide an overview of the optimized
trajectories. Figure 3 shows the optimized ascent trajectories from each launch site to insertion into a 200 km altitude
orbit. This figures show the variety of missions being considered and allows the analysis to capture sensitivities and
changes in sensor requirements as a function of launch site, principally driving out effects from launch site latitude,
which influences gyrocompassing and potential satellite observations. Figure 4 provides a visualization of the ascent
trajectories relative to the landing site location. This demonstrates the uniqueness of the ascent trajectories required to
meet the desired inclinations.

Fig. 3 Optimized Ascent Trajectories into Orbit in Inertial Frame
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Fig. 4 Trajectories Relative to Landing Site

As part of this research effort, a variety of options for inertial attitude alignment have been implemented into a
common framework within a genetic Inertial Navigation Unit model to allow for rapid analysis. The various trades for
initial attitude determination are identified in Figure 5. Figure 6 captures the additional trades for understanding the
vehicle’s initial position on the Martian Surface. The generic model allows for generation of on-pad dynamics on the
Martian Surface (allowing for future inclusion of wind modeling and vehicle twist and sway motion), gyrocompassing,
and inertial navigation through ascent. This tool allows for sensitivity analysis from sensor specifications to algorithm
selection to insertion accuracy.

Fig. 5 Attitude Alignment Trades
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Fig. 6 State Initialization Trades

An additional tool was designed to analyze the effort of navigation accuracy on the Martian Ascent Vehicle’s
requirement to rendezvous with a transfer stage in order to return to Earth. A custom input deck was developed within
the Copernicus trajectory optimization tool to re-optimize mission burns in order to meet rendezvous conditions. This
links the navigation insertion accuracy to the changes in propellant required to ensure mission success.

V. Simulation Development
To support system analysis and requirements development, the Mars Ascent Vehicle Navigation Model (MAN

Model) was developed as an object-oriented six degree-of-freedom (6DOF) simulation tool in Python 3. The MAN
Model provides standard Monte Carlo simulation and sensitivity analysis capabilities to evaluate a given test case. The
model is controlled via an input file, which permits the specification of parameters including but not limited to the path
to the reference trajectory file, sensor errors, twist and sway generation controls, and navigation algorithms. On-pad and
ascent navigation are supported such that one or both phases may be simulated for a given test case, with gyrocompassing
alignment and other navigation filter capabilities available. The MAN Model is a simple to use tool offering 6DOF
navigation simulation capabilities in addition to Monte Carlo and sensitivity analysis evaluation functionality.

The MAN Model is implemented in an object-oriented fashion, with the primary objects being instances of the
Trajectory and Inertial Navigation System (INS) classes. The Trajectory class is responsible for providing the truth
states along the ascent trajectory and generating the on-pad or twist and sway trajectories. The INS class is effectively a
wrapper class for the Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and Inertial Navigation Unit (INU) classes. The IMU class
wraps the Accelerometer and Gyroscope sensor models, which apply sensor noise to the truth input accelerations and
rates provided by the Trajectory class and returns the sensed counterparts. The INU class accepts the IMU outputs and
integrates them to calculate the navigated states using integration algorithms and navigation filters specified in the input
file. During the on-pad mission phase, the INU will perform a gyrocompassing alignment as specified in the input file.
The navigated states are subtracted from the corresponding truth states in order to calculate the navigation errors. These
data sets can be written to file and or plotted at run time if specified in the input file.

An additional three classes are used to govern the MAN Model: the Planet class, the Twist and Sway Engine
(TNS_Engine) class, and the Random Number Generator (RNG) class. The Planet class contains reference data about
the body from which the simulated vehicle is launching, including latitude, longitude, altitude, eccentricity, and rotation
data, as well as a wrapped SphericalGravity class to act as a gravity model. The TNS_Engine is used to provide twist
and sway dispersions to the truth trajectory during the on-pad mission phase similar to that in [11]. The RNG class
supplies the start-of-run dispersions to the other classes (e.g. sensor errors) and ensures run repeatability for any test
case. Fig. 7 shows a diagram of the hierarchy of MAN Model classes and how they interact with each other at run time.
The MAN Model also provides the capability to perform sensitivity analyses. This implements a Monte Carlo-driven
variance-based approach to determine primary system drivers. The current version of the MAN Model is dependent on
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the Numpy, Scipy, and Pandas modules to handle and manipulate large arrays, read from and write to data files, and
provide RNG functionality. The MAN Model also makes use of the Matplotlib module to generate various types of
plots to support analysis. Future iterations of the MAN Model may include Cython code to decrease run time.

Fig. 7 MAN Model Classes

The MAN Model’s internal processes are laid out in Figure 8. First, the parser functions are used to map the
configuration parameters in the input file to the Python dictionary. Second, if a sensitivity analysis is specified, the
MAN Model generates copies of the input file representing the various combinations of dispersions to be evaluated,
saves them to unique directories, and generates a list of the paths to each of these input files. If only a single test case
is specified, then this list of input files only contains a path to the original input file. Third, the MAN Model iterates
through the list of input files generated in the second step, parsing them sequentially. This does mean that the original
input file is parsed twice. The generated Python dictionary is used to configure the MAN Model for each test case, e.g.
how many runs to perform or which dispersions to apply. The MAN Model will take advantage of the multiprocessing
module to iterate through the specified number of runs before moving on to the next test case, generating new instances
of the aforementioned classes at the beginning of each run and saving the results. Fourth, the saved data is reduced to
calculate statistical results and generate plots. Fifth, the MAN Model compresses the relevant directories and their
contents for archiving.

Fig. 8 MAN Model Processes
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The MAN Model is a input file driven, object-oriented, 6DOF simulation tool written in Python 3 developed to
support the evaluation of potential Mars Ascent Vehicle navigation system options. It can perform large Monte Carlo
studies and sensitivity analyses in addition to automating data reduction and plotting. Due to its object-oriented nature,
the MAN Model is easy to modify and new navigation algorithms are simple to implement. The input file structure
enables easy comparison of various sensors, launch locations, and trajectories. Because the MAN Model is written in
Python, it is portable between systems and can take advantage of built-in multiprocessing to reduce total run time. The
MAN Model offers a robust, high fidelity simulation tool that is easy to use for evaluating various navigation systems
and algorithms.

VI. Inertial Navigation Performance
For early missions, any vehicle launching from or landing on Mars must be able to track their state knowledge

internally to high precision to meet system requirements with limited external observations. Typically, landing sytems
use high grade inertial instruments with altimeters and star trackers providing external measurements along with the
proposed use of Terrain Relative Navigation. Other studies have assessed the use of ranging from in-situ orbital assets to
support additional knowledge prior to atmospheric entry [12]. The initial part of this analysis focuses on the sole use of
inertial instruments to determine initial attitude knowledge and estimate position and velocity over the ascent trajectory.
This analysis assesses two components: gyrocompassing and state integration.

A. Inertial Alignment
For inertial navigation, the system is highly dependent on determination of the vehicle’s initial position, velocity, and

attitude. Errors in position and velocity directly correlate to insertion error defined as ability to meet desired targeted
orbit parameters. Due to the processes involved in strapdown integration[13][14], the system is very sensitive to initial
attitude errors. Uncertainties in attitude cause the sensed acceleration to be integrated in the incorrect direction, thus
causing increasing position and velocity error. Several approaches exist for inertial sensors to determine their planetary
body-relative alignment through a process called gyrocompassing[15]. This processes utilizes measurements of gravity
and inertial rotation rate (of the body) to estimate initial attitude.

This analysis focuses on the ability of a range of commercially available IMUs to adequately determine initial
attitude. A list of the hardware considered is given in Table 3. These were selected to provide a mix of both tactical and
navigation-grade sensors as well as to compare with requirements analysis for Earth-based launch vehicles. Each of
these platforms were assessed to determine their capability to gyrocompass.

Table 3 Assumed Sensor Error Budgets

IMU Accel. Bias Accel. Noise Gyro Bias Gyro RW Gyro Noise)
ug ug deg/hr deg/rt-hr deg/hr

HG9900[16] 25 .003 0.002
HQ[17] 20 2 .003 0.001 0.001
LN200S[18] 300 35 1 0.07 0.1
MQ[17] 40 4 .006 0.003 0.002
HG1930[19] 5000 3e5 20 0.125 1.0

Assuming no external measurements, the analysis focused on the use of coarse alignment algorithms to provide an
estimate of the vehicle’s initial attitude similar to [11]. The capability of the sensors to execute these algorithms is tightly
tied to the ability to measure the vehicle’s inertial angular rate while static on the surface. The primary operational
variable in this scenario is the amount of data collected prior to state estimation. Coarse alignment algorithms typically
work by collecting a large amount of body-frame specific acceleration and inertial measurements averaged over a long
period of time to then estimate the alignment between the vehicle and body-centered frame. This is performed to reduce
the effect of system noise on the final solution. To asses performance and sensitivity to duration, several Monte Carlos
were performed for both duration and sensor specification. The results of the analysis is provided in Table 4. This table
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provides insight into the overall attitude errors. As shown, the ability to determine initial attitude is heavily tied to
sensor capability.

Table 4 Coarse Alignment Capability

IMU Time Level Uncertainty Level Uncertainty Azimuth Uncertainty)
sec asec asec asec(deg)

HG9900 120 5.09E+00 5.11E+00 1.78E+02(0.05)
HG9900 300 5.09E+00 5.11E+00 1.16E+02(0.03)
HG9900 600 5.09E+00 5.11E+00 8.59E+01(0.02)
HQ 120 9.74E+00 9.32E+00 3.28E+02(0.09)
HQ 300 1.46E+01 1.36E+01 5.17E+02(0.14)
HQ 600 2.77E+01 2.88E+01 7.22E+02(0.20)

LN200S 120 6.52E+01 6.52E+01 3.62E+04(10.06)
LN200S 300 6.71E+01 6.57E+01 5.57E+04(15.48)
LN200S 600 6.55E+01 6.50E+01 8.12E+04(22.55)
MQ 120 2.13E+01 2.06E+01 6.88E+02(0.19)
MQ 300 3.01E+01 2.85E+01 1.04E+03(0.29)
MQ 600 4.02E+01 3.88E+01 1.44E+03(0.40)

HG1930 120 1.75E+05 2.11E+05 1.98E+05(54.93)
HG1930 300 1.85E+05 2.15E+05 1.98E+05(55.04)
HG1930 600 1.90E+05 2.15E+05 1.99E+05(55.34)

For coarse alignment, the initial estimate is expected to improve as a function of time up to the limit of sensor bias
and random walk specifications, as well as latitude of the landing site. The results above do not match this behavior,
primarily due to the limited number of cases ran. The results provide insight into the capabilty of inertial alignment
based on sensor grade. As seen, navigation grade units can do this very well (within 100s of arcsecs) but as the noise
terms increase, so too does the attitude error. For example, the tactical MEMS sensor exhibits very large uncertainty. As
given in [20], it is possible to determine the best possible gyrocompassing accuracy as a function of launch latitude,
planetary body inertial rate, and the sensor’s angular random walk specification (primary drivers of system performance).
In order to capture long-term behavior, the launch sites and sensor specs were assessed. The results are shown in Table
5. This again shows the breadth of capability over sensor performance. This analysis is specific to the Martian surface
and launch sites, considering local latitude and Martian inertial rate.

Table 5 Gyrocompassing Launch Site and Noise Sensitivity
Attitude Error Uncertainty (arcseconds)

IMU Colombia Hills Eberswalde Holden Jezero Mawrth NESyrtis NiliFossae SWMeleas

LN200S 719.5 761.0 779.0 734.1 762.2 731.8 746.1 706.8
HG9900 20.6 21.7 22.3 21.0 21.8 20.9 21.3 20.2
HG1930 1284.8 1358.9 1391.0 1310.9 1361.0 1306.8 1332.4 1262.1
MQ 30.8 32.6 33.3 31.5 32.7 31.4 32.0 30.3
HQ 10.5 11.1 11.4 10.7 11.1 10.7 10.9 10.3

While more complex methods can be used to gyrocompass, such as Kalman Filtering techniques, this analysis still
provides insight into the capabilities of the hardware platforms to determine initial attitude. This knowledge will be
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used to feed vehicle-level trades in terms of hardware selection and operational architecture. Additionally, these results
will be used to help inform selections that must balance performance and sensor SWAP. These platforms shown in Table
3 represent not just changes in performance, but also in terms of mass, with the navigation grade units typically much
higher and requiring more electrical power than smaller MEMs or tactical-grade systems. The following section focuses
on the capability to navigate over an ascent trajectory.

B. Ascent Performance
Once the vehicle has knowledge of its initial position and attitude, it is possible to use body-frame measured specific

acceleration and inertial angular rate to integrate its state estimate forward in time. In addition to assessing sensitivity to
specific error terms, this analysis also included a range of launch location as laid out in Table 2. In these cases, a Monte
Carlo analysis of 500 cases was performed for each IMU considered for each trajectory. Though the sample size shown
here in this analysis is small, the results are intended to provide insight to focus more detailed and intensive studies.
The data in Table 6 shows position, velocity, and attitude errors in terms of mean and one sigma uncertainty for each
launch site for each IMU. This analysis clearly shows the strong benefit of navigation-grade units and weak performance
of lower grade instruments. Additionally, in terms of pure inertial performance, the results are fairly independent of
the launch site and the optimized trajectory. This is primarily due to the similar profiles of the launch profile, with no
vehicles exhibiting dynamics significantly different from the others.

Table 6 Navigation Errors at Insertion per Launch Site and IMU

Launch Position Error (m) Velocity Error (m/s)
Site IMU Mean 1-Sigma Mean 1-Sigma

Colombia Hills HG9900 146.9 61.5 0.6 0.3
Colombia Hills HQ 1439.8 616.6 8.0 3.4
Colombia Hills LN200S 9451.6 4904.1 68.2 35.0
Colombia Hills MQ 2881.9 1230.6 16.0 6.8
Colombia Hills HG1930 2.1E+08 9.0E+07 1.2E+06 5.0E+05

Eberswalde HG9900 146.3 65.1 0.6 0.3
Eberswalde HQ 1437.5 611.7 8.0 3.4
Eberswalde LN200S 9612.2 5029.1 69.0 36.8
Eberswalde MQ 2874.7 1225.7 15.9 6.7
Eberswalde HG1930 2.1E+08 9.0E+07 1.2E+06 5.0E+05

Holden HG9900 146.8 65.5 0.6 0.3
Holden HQ 1444.2 614.4 8.0 3.4
Holden LN200S 9690.7 5071.7 69.6 37.1
Holden MQ 2888.0 1230.9 16.0 6.7
Holden HG1930 2.1E+08 9.1E+07 1.2E+06 5.0E+05

Jezero HG9900 151.7 62.6 0.6 0.3
Jezero HQ 1455.4 635.2 8.0 3.5
Jezero LN200S 9331.9 4959.6 67.7 35.7
Jezero MQ 2878.2 1239.6 16.0 6.9
Jezero HG193 0 2.1E+08 9.0E+07 1.2E+06 5.0E+05

Fig. 9 provides more insight into the dispersion between medium and high quality IMU platforms. Each image
shows a plot of fifty cases. This shows the position errors across the trajectory for a fixed launch trajectory. These
diagrams are typically used to identify outlaying cases and provide insight into bulk statistics. As seen, the dispersions
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reduce as a function of sensor capabilities.

Fig. 9 Ascent Inertial Navigation Insertion Errors (m)

These results assumed perfect initial knowledge to focus on comparisons between different sensors. This also
provides insight to decouple initial attitude uncertainty from insertion error. In order to provide insight into this effect, a
sensitivity analysis was performed to understand this behavior. A perfect IMU was assumed and Monte Carlos of 500
runs were performed to capture errors at the end of the ascent trajectory. A range of initial attitude errors were modeled
and applied at the initial conditions and run along the ascent trajectory. These errors were modeled as total attitude
uncertainty and applied as an error quaternion to initial attitude with a normal dispersion on total angle about a random
rotation vector. The normalized vector and angle was then used to form a quaternion and applied to the initial attitude.
Table 7 shows the results from this analysis.
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Table 7 Insertion Performance as a Function of Initial Attitude Error

Attitude Error Position Error Position Error Velocity Error Velocity Error
Uncertainty Mean Uncertainty Mean Uncertainty

(deg) (m) (m) (m/s) (m/s)

10 186031.99 153734.70 802.36 654.48
1 18794.17 15725.01 81.02 66.80
0.1 1880.03 1572.75 8.10 6.68
0.01 190.07 156.41 0.81 0.67
0.001 27.20 13.37 0.08 0.07

As seen in these results, the baseline capability of the insertion performance of the various sensors are limited
by the initial attitude error. The analysis shows that an order of magnitude increase in attitude uncertainty amount
to an order of magnitude increase in insertion errors. The statistics were generated by taking the root-sum-square
position and velocity at the end of each ascent trajectory. These data sets were then used to asses mean and 1-sigma
uncertainty on the errors. This data shows the sensitivity to initial alignment for navigation, important in both open-
and closed-loop guidance algorithms. This data can be tied back to the gyrocompassing results to understand at a
baseline level what the IMUs are capable of. The only caveat is that insertion errors and gyrocompassing errors are
directly correlated and though the results in Table 7 assume a perfect sensor, the resulting error with a real sensor will
be much larger, due to error such as scale factor and bias integrated over the ascent trajectory. One result this ties
into is the potential need for an optical attitude sensor (i.e. star tracker or fine sun sensor) in order to decouple initial
attitude knowledge from insertion performance. This could enable using lower grade sensors to meet required insertion
performance. Additionally, more complex gyrocompassing algorithms could also be used to attempt to further improve
initial alignment and thus insertion performance.

VII. In-space Performance Evaluation
In order to tie the insertion uncertainty to vehicle-level performance metrics, in-space analysis is used. To support

this project, a delta-delta-v analysis was set up similarly to that done in [21]. In this analysis approach, state uncertainties
in vehicle insertion conditions are assessed to determine their effect on the overall mission. This is completed by
re-optimizing the in-space mission design based on the dispersed states. The difference in overall delta-V required to
meet final conditions (i.e. insertion into the desired 1 Martian Sol orbit) provides a measure of the sensitivity due to
navigation errors. Any differences from the nominal mission profiles can thus be attributed to navigation errors. This
data is captured through re-optimization due to the nonlinear complex behavior in the orbital environment and complex
mission design as shown above in Fig. 2. This scenario would work operationally through the assumption of an external
high accuracy state measurement to provide detailed state knowledge prior to any in-orbit burn planning and execution.

In order to simulate this within the MAV architecture, the notional mission design was implemented into the
Copernicus trajectory optimization tool[22]. This implementation of the mission was then compared back to the
trajectories generated by the ascent tool, POST, for verification. A Python script was developed to pull in each dispersed
insertion state and re-optimize the trajectory in Copernicus. The re-optimization followed the nominal mission objectives:
to minimize delta-V, and to meet the nominal mission plan and final orbit conditions. The difference in the delta-V used
in the nominal mission and the delta-V used in the “off-nominal” gives us our delta-delta-V. For this analysis, a Monte
Carlo-based sensitivity approach was used to create sets of states with given uncertainties in position and velocity to be
assessed within Copernicus to provide initial insight into the design space.
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Fig. 10 Views in Copernicus of the Notional Mission

As stated above, this analysis consisted of a Monte Carlo analysis on states at insertion to re-assess its affect on
overall mission requirements. For this, position uncertainties of 0.1, 1.0, 10.0, and 100 km 1-sigma were used with
velocity uncertainties of 0.01, 0.1, and 1 km/sec. This was intended to capture a range of insertion capability. Every
permutation of position and velocity uncertainty from these metrics was used to generate 100 dispersed states at the end
of the nominal trajectory at the initial insertion into Martian orbit. Each case was then used to seed the Copernicus
simulation to assess performance of a re-optimization to capture changes in delta-velocity required. The results are
shown below in Table 8. As seen, there is a correlation to both increasing position and velocity state, with velocity
being a key driver. Additionally, the correction values can be seen to be fairly small, within a m/s. This is due to the
extended mission timeline and loose constraints on time of entering into the one sol orbit. With the long duration, small
changes in velocity are able to propagate to large changes in position to meet desired orbital conditions. Additional
constraints on meeting intermediate orbits and specifying time of targeted state would cause these values to increase.
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Table 8 Delta-Delta-Velocity(m/s) Due to Insertion Errors

Velocity 1-Sigma(km/sec) Position 1-Sigma(km)

0.1 1 10 100
0.01 0.010 0.009 0.013 0.066
0.1 0.063 0.078 0.080 0.111
1 0.287 0.221 0.240 0.301

This work assumed a closed loop guidance solution that directly ties navigation state into guided state. Using
an open loop trajectory could allow the use of lower grade sensors but at the cost of increased insertion uncertainty.
Additionally, environment effects and other state uncertainties must be well characterized to analyze the robustness of
the optimized trajectory. Future work on requirements assessment will assess both open- and closed-loop guidance
techniques to continue assess the effect on vehicle-level requirements.

Additional future work in this area is to continue to mature the Copernicus input deck and the POST ascent
trajectories as the vehicle architecture matures. Additionally, the individual runs performed above in the assessment of
inertial navigation errors capture a range of the errors produced by the navigation sensors. The future integration of this
tool with the overarching simulation architecture will enable Monte Carlo analysis from state initialization through
ascent and finally in-orbit operations to assess a complete vehicle. This will allow linking the initial system uncertainties
to integrated vehicle metrics at a mission level.

VIII. Application of Optical Navigation Techniques to State Initialization
The capability of inertial navigation indicates a potential need for alternate approaches to state initialization. The

first stage of the mission, or the pre-launch phase, presents a unique situation. While the MAV is not inertially fixed, the
position is constrained to the Martian surface, and is not changing in a Mars Centered Mars Fixed (MCMF) reference
frame. Since the MAV’s motion is related to the rotation of Mars (which is know with high accuracy) the problem can
be simplified. A map between all the relevant coordinate frames and the information needed to define these rotations
is provided in Fig. 11. It can be seen that rotation CBI is determined using a star tracker, while the rotation C T

BL is
determined by an inclinometer array.

Fig. 11 Direction Cosine Matrix map between inertial frame and sensor-body frame (sometimes referred to as
sensor frame)

A. Stellar Positioning System
A prior study funded by NASA/MSFC called the Stellar Positioning System (SPS) [23, 24], looked to use the

relationship described in Fig. 11 to relate the attitude of the spacecraft acquired by a star tracker to the position by way
of inclinometers to determine the spacecraft’s orientation in the local reference frame. Preliminary results were obtained
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from this method and accuracy was determine to be within 40 meters for Earth-based measurements. For this technique,
the position estimation is a function of error in the measurement of the gravity direction, attitude error, and the size
of the body the observer is on. To fully understand these implications for Mars-based observation a simulation was
developed and verified with the SPS hardware test. From this, a Monte Carlo analysis was conducted varying gravity
measurement error and attitude error to determine the expected error in position estimation.

Fig. 12 SPS sensitivity analysis of position estimation related to both star tracker and inclinometer accuracy.
The contour lines represent the maximum position error of a 1000 trial Monte Carlo simulation.

In Fig. 12, the maximum position error for the two parameters is detailed. In this, the level curves represent
maximum position error in meters. Additionally, the green highlighted area represents the attitude after the Kalman
filter convergence and the red horizontal lines show the range of specific inclinometers for both ±0.5◦ and ±1◦. The
same test was captured in Fig. 13, except the level curves detail the average position error in meters.

Fig. 13 SPS sensitivity analysis of position estimation related to both star tracker and inclinometer accuracy.
The contour lines represent the average position error of a 1000 trial Monte Carlo simulation.

B. Single Satellite Observation
In addition to the study in the Stellar Position System, a technique was developed for position estimation based

on single satellite observations. It was determined that the major factors in determining position of the spacecraft are
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attitude accuracy and angular resolution of optics, two Monte Carlo tests were constructed to analyze the sensitivity of
these two quantities along with the distance to the orbiting satellite. First, Fig. 14 describes the relationship between
angular resolution and distance to the satellite.

Fig. 14 Effects of angular resolution of optics and distance to satellite on accuracy of position estimation. The
level curves represent the average error in meters.

In this figure, the red band signifies distances smaller than any current Martian satellites and must not be considered
in the analysis of the graph. Furthermore, the green band is the expected altitude of most Martian satellites based on
their periareion and apoareion. It must be noted that the periareion is a firm lower limit, but the apoareion is only
valid if the satellite is directly over head. Therefore, it can be expected that observing a satellite from the Martian
surface ranges may exceed 500 km. Additionally, the different cameras used in this study are highlighted by the red
horizontal lines and these define their angular resolution. It can also be seen from this graph that both Phobos and
Deimos are beyond the range of this graph and even with a perfect centroiding algorithm, the error in distance due to
angular resolution removes them as a possibility for accurate ground based position estimation. It can be seen that for a
single measurement, the expected error ranges from 10 - 100 meters.

Next, the other major parameter effecting position estimation is spacecraft estimated attitude. An offset in the sensors
relationship to the inertial frame will introduce error that will add onto the error produced from angular resolution. Fig.
15 details the expected error due to attitude estimation.
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Fig. 15 Effects of spacecraft attitude estimation and satellite distance on accuracy of position estimation. The
level curves represent the average error in meters.

Again, in this figure the red area represents lower altitudes than all current Martian assets, with the vertical green
region the same as Fig. 14. Furthermore, the horizontal green region displays a range of expected attitude error of 1 - 2
arcseconds which was the average error observed after Kalman filter convergence. It can be seen that 1 - 2 arcseconds of
attitude error contributes to about 10 - 40 meters of position error.

IX. Conclusions
This research provides insight into the Navigation architecture and its requirements as part of a Martian Ascent

Vehicle. As part of the work, detailed simulation tools were developed to enable a wide variety of analysis. The team
assessed inertial attitude determination capability using both traditional strapdown approaches as well as aiding with a
star sensor. The use of the star sensor places operational limits on the launch time to enable sensor functionality. Several
grades of inertial measurements were then assessed to understand capability amongst them in terms of navigation
capability. Although the analysis used an open loop trajectory, the use of closed-loop guidance algorithms will tie the
navigation uncertainty directly into insertion error. As such, the results provide initial information into the development
of requirements of the navigation system and their link to vehicle-level requirements. As the navigation state is coupled
into the as-flown trajectory with integrated Guidance and Control, it is expected that the sensitivity to these errors will
grow more important.

The inertial navigation results identify the initial state, position, and attitude as important drivers of vehicle insertion
performance. Research into optical navigation techniques has provided a capable solution to both state and attitude
determination. This capability, though, places additional constraints on the onboard timing knowledge of the vehicle
prior to initialization. While this research attempted to apply additional optical navigation techniques to determine
initial position using observations of local planetary bodies and satellites, the results show limited functionality with the
current state of the art in optical sensor hardware. This is due to their limited number, requirements on highly accurate
state predictions, and their high altitude orbits. Future work will continue to investigate filtering approaches to improve
this capability.

These results provide insight into the navigation requirements for a Martian Ascent Vehicle. While the inertial and
guidance techniques may be similar to typical launch vehicle approaches, the drive to reduce system size and ability to
function with well aged calibrations provide additional constraints to the system. These include the need for detailed
analysis and development of systems to initialize position and velocity on the pad. In order to ensure a robust design,
these elements should be considered early in concept design.
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X. Forward Work
These tools will be integrated into one simulation framework to allow for end-to-end analysis to enable assessment

and documentation of the systems performance and requirements. The models will be used to document and support
Martian Ascent Vehicle navigation system design trades and to help identify potential long lead items and risks to
mission success. With this environment in place, it will allow for additional detail into system performance assessment
and can be wrapped into full GNC simulations of the vehicle design. Similarly, this work will help to identify areas
of opportunity for optical navigation in planetary ascent vehicles, providing rationale for continued studies into their
application and capabilities.

Ongoing studies will continues to assess the potential performance gains enabled by a Kalman Filter-based
Gyrcompassing algorithm. Additionally, the team will assess the potential to integrated the optical navigation state
estimates into the alignment filter to identify any gains. With the framework in place, the team will also be able to
complete detailed sensitivity analysis on the navigation architecture to continue assessment of the algorithms and sensor
grade selected.

Future work in this area will include continued sensitivity analysis to support vehicle architecture designs. With the
navigation being assessed against an open-loop trajectory, the next step is to implement closed-loop guidance and control
to meet the optimized insertion targets. The team is currently working to implement Optimal Guidance algorithms
similar to [25] to begin to assess guidance design and sensitivities, particularly due to local environments and winds at
launch. This will require a model to capture control response to feed into RCS or Thrust Vector Control design. This
will enable the team to identify long lead architectures in terms of integrated Guidance and Navigation performance as
well as on pad remote autonomous operations. Additionally, the team is continuing forward work assessing hardware
platforms to test and demonstrate the initial position estimation algorithms and characterize sensor gyrocompassing
capability.
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